Abstract

The importance and need for empirical investigations in the field of school library research is indisputable. In 2014, the American Association of School Librarians announced an urgent call for causal research designs to determine what actions and activities of the school library program “positively impact student learning” (p. 4). Despite this request, the methodological design of school library research remains weak. In this paper, we describe two methodological issues, publication bias, and its corollary the “file drawer effect,” which have been identified by researchers throughout the scientific community as serious threats to scientific integrity. As there have been no discussions yet concerning these issues within the school library research community, the authors explore these threats within the context of school library research.
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Introduction

The need for empirical investigation into the effect of school librarians on student outcomes is critical as school librarians compete for limited funding and resources in schools (American Association of School Librarians, 2014; Hughes, 2014; Morrison, 2015). Simply put, the sustainability of the school library profession relies upon credible and reliable findings.
Although the effect of school librarians on student achievement has been investigated for over two decades, the vast majority of the studies have relied upon descriptive and correlational analyses (Morris & Cahill, 2017). Despite the fact that frequently cited state-commissioned school library studies have not withstood the peer review process, their findings have shaped many practitioners’ and researchers’ beliefs that “the mere presence of a librarian is associated with better student outcomes” (Johnston & Green, 2018; Lance & Kachel, 2018, p. 17; Lance, Rodney, & Hamilton-Pennell, 2001). Although correlational research may reveal strong associations that may prove useful in the design of interventions to test causation in experimental studies and allow researchers to manipulate the independent variable (Conn, 2017), correlational analyses do not take into account other underlying variables that may be causing or confounding the effect.

In 2014, the American Association of School Librarians (AASL) announced a need for a “credible way” (p.9) to provide evidence of the “positive influence” of state-certified school librarians on student learning (p. 4). To work towards that goal, AASL, with funding provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS), invited 50 scholars across a broad spectrum of disciplines to explore how researchers could design research to support causal inference. A white paper summarizes the outcomes of the 2014 CLASS Summit and acknowledges that although “over 25 correlational studies of library effects on student and teacher outcomes” had been “valuable in identifying possible effects and the features of libraries and librarians that may cause them, [the studies] are generally not able to rule out plausible alternative explanations in a credible way” (American Association of School Librarians, 2014, p. 15). Calls for accountability and shrinking school budgets place pressure on school librarians to provide evidence of what they do, in terms of instructional activities, or what they provide, in terms of informational resources, and how such offerings and/or resources influence student outcomes. In order to establish a credible link between the hypothetical cause (the school librarian) and the effect (improved student achievement), researchers must demonstrate that they have investigated and rejected all other plausible explanations except the investigated causal one (Murnane & Willett, 2011). This has yet to be accomplished in school library research.

**Threats to Scientific Integrity: The Legitimacy of Published Results**

It is critical for scholars exploring ways to provide credible evidence
of the school librarian effect to be aware of discussions across the wider scientific community concerning pervasive errors and biases in data collection, analyses, and publication of research results that threaten the reliability of contemporary scientific inquiry. The widespread prevalence of such weaknesses, empirically confirmed by researchers across disciplines (Button, Bal, Clark, & Shipley, 2016; Higgitt, 2012; Ioannidis, 2005; Jha, 2012; Wicherts, 2017), leads many researchers and statisticians to question the trustworthiness and legitimacy of published results (Ekmekci, 2017; Francis, 2013; Gelman & Loken, 2014; Ioannidis, 2005). As similar discussions concerning these issues have not taken place within the school library research community, in this paper we explore two of these threats within the context of school library research. It is hoped this will foster an open and candid conversation along with critical reflection on commonly held school library beliefs.

The Challenge of School Library Research

For nearly two decades a preponderance of school library studies continue to uphold the belief that the “mere presence of a school librarian” improves student achievement (Lance, 2001; Lance & Kachel, 2018; Lance et al., 2001). However, this simplistic stance ignores the multifaceted role of today’s state-certified school librarian and the large number of overlapping, interwoven, and often confounding variables that exist within the learning environment. “The number of different players who contribute to education, and the complexity of their interactions, make it difficult to formulate parsimonious, compelling theories about the consequences of particular educational policies” (Murnane and Willett, 2011, p. 19). Although it is difficult to isolate the influence of the school librarian apart from all other activities and academic interventions, school, student, and library-related variables must be included in investigations in an effort to rule out other plausible alternative explanations and establish a credible link between the hypothetical cause (the school librarian) and the effect (student achievement). Although it is difficult in quasi-experimental and observational research to rule out all plausible competing explanations for the hypothesized link between cause and effect, for “each rival explanation that you do succeed in ruling out explicitly, the stronger is your case for claiming a causal link between treatment and outcome” (Murnane & Willett, 2011, p. 38).

The reality is that school librarians often work in a school building (or multiple buildings), across grade levels and disciplines, and with a range of student populations, teachers, administrators, educational staff, aides, parents, guardians, and community stakeholders. School
School librarians are employed in a variety of community settings (i.e., rural, suburban and urban), and may or may not have access to community and cultural resources. School librarians may have access to a wide range of physical and electronic resources, or a limited number. School librarians’ schedules may be fixed, flexible, blended, or a combination thereof. Each scheduling configuration, along with the nature of instruction that takes place and the instructional resources utilized, needs to be examined to try and determine what effect the intervention—what the school librarian may do (e.g. the amount of time the school librarian spends with students (the independent variable) has on student learning (the dependent variable). Student demographics, building climate, prior student achievement, and school library variables (certification, full-time status, years of employment, number of years in the building, educational background etc.,) must be considered along with the instructional, technological, and staffing resources of the district, school, and community. Other factors to consider include whether technology is available to students outside of school (personal devices and/or technology provided within the community i.e., school, public libraries, and/or afterschool centers), and the amount of time school librarians spend with students and teachers. Many of these factors may be determined by building or district administrators who often exert influence on the collaborative culture of a school and the level of support that the school librarian receives (Huguet, 2017; Ketterlin-Geller, Baumer, & Lichon, 2015). Furthermore, school librarians engender different dispositions (values, beliefs, attitudes, and commitment), educational backgrounds, professional experiences, instructional styles, technological expertise, and beliefs regarding how students learn. These constructs and combinations of variables have the potential to influence student achievement, making it difficult to understand how the “mere presence” of a school librarian is all that is required to improve student performance. So how and why has the field come to rely on such a simplistic explanation?

**Publication Bias**

Publication bias—the tendency to publish studies with positive findings with more frequency than those with negative or inconclusive results—is prevalent throughout scientific literature (Bial, 2018). In an oft-cited study, Ioannidis (2005) uses Bayes’ theorem and reports that more than half of published research findings are false. While not all researchers agree with the magnitude of this conclusion, concerns about publication bias focusing on reporting positive results have been supported by empirical evidence from researchers across scientific disciplines.
for the past sixty years. Researchers and statisticians (Gelman, 2015; Gelman & Loken, 2014; Sterling, 1959) have documented publication bias across a variety of academic disciplines including animal studies, biology, chemistry, physiology and sociology (Fanelli, 2010; Scargle, 2000; Sterling, 1959; Sterling, Rosenbaum, & Weinikam, 1995), behavioral sciences (Rosenthal, 1979), education (Pirotrowskj, 2015; Welner & Molnar, 2007), special education (Cook & Therrien, 2017; Makel et al., 2016), ecology (Statzner & Resh, 2010), medicine (Ekmekci, 2017; Ioannidis, 2005, 2014; Jukola, 2015; Matosin, Frank, Engle, Lum, & Newell, 2014; Mlinaric, Horvat, & Smolcic, 2017), psychology (Button et al., 2016; Francis, 2013; Jha, 2012; Owuamalam, Rubin, & Spears, 2018; Rosenthal, 1979; Sterling, 1959; Sterling et al., 1995), and theatre and performance (Bial, 2018).

Sterling (1959) explains that publication bias leads to a biased sample of research shared with researchers and practitioners, noting that 97.3% of papers published in four major psychology journals report statistically significant outcomes for their scientific hypotheses. Sterling (1959) also notes that positive outcome bias, which he describes as “mal-practices,” is pervasive throughout the sciences (p. 34). Sterling (1959) explains further that the reality of negative results is that they “occur with lesser frequency in the literature than they may reasonably be expected to happen in the laboratory” (p. 34). When only positive studies are published, the aggregate result is a distorted view of the field in which success stories about a phenomenon appear more common than they actually occur (Bial, 2018).

While it is beneficial to know what factors exert a significant positive effect on a phenomenon, it is equally important to know what factors, or combination thereof, have a negative and/or nonsignificant effect. As John Stuart Mill explained in 1843, “…we never really know what a thing is, unless we are also able to give a sufficient account of its opposite” (as cited in Mill, 2006, p. 735). Without knowing the full results of a study, scientists are left with an abridged and limited understanding of the phenomenon being investigated. Scholars, unaware of studies related to the investigation that may have yielded negative and/or inconclusive results, may conduct similar studies, attain comparable negative or inconclusive results, and waste time and intellectual effort that could have been directed elsewhere had the full corpus of results from the original study been shared.

The File Drawer Phenomenon

Rosenthal (1979) was the first to describe the phenomena of the “file drawer problem” (p. 638). Rosenthal noted that studies published in the
behavioral sciences reflect a biased sample that do not include the multitude of studies that reveal negative, inconclusive, and/or nonsignificant results. Thus, many more negative results remain unpublished and left in file drawers back in the lab. While we can update the description to virtual files stored electronically, the reality is that negative results still remain largely unpublished and unseen by colleagues, practitioners, and readers. In 1995, Sterling, revisiting the issue, examined data in 11 major journals and found that the practice leading to publication bias of positive results had not changed in over 30 years (Sterling et al., 1995). Withholding negative, inconclusive, or nonsignificant findings distorts the understanding of research within a domain and causes the potential benefits of an intervention to be overestimated (Ekmekci, 2017). Rosenthal (1979) explains, “small numbers of studies that are not very significant, even when their combined p is significant, may well be misleading in that only a few studies filed away could change the combined significant result to a nonsignificant result” (p. 640). Consequently, it only takes a small number of studies left in the file drawer to “produce a significant bias” (Scargle, 2000, p. 91).

Loss of Negative Data

It is clear that negative research findings, which are likely to far surpass the number of positive findings, continue to be left behind, unpublished, or tucked away in file drawers (Cook & Therrien, 2017; Rosenthal, 1979; Scargle, 2000; Sterling, 1959). Fanelli (2012) analyzed over 4,600 papers in all disciplines between 1990 and 2007 and verified a bias against negative and non-significant results. His empirical findings reveal that the overall frequency of positive support has grown by over 22%, and that “the increase was significantly stronger in the social sciences...and in applied disciplines” (p. 895). The loss of negative data is concerning because results that do not conform to expectations and/or contradict a hypothesis are essential for scientific progress. Questioning results helps to foster and sustain a collective “self-correction process” (Fanelli, 2012, p. 892). Negative findings are important to consider as they encourage researchers to think critically, re-evaluate, challenge, correct, and/or validate currently held beliefs, and “fundamentally move us to an unabridged science” (Matosin et al., 2014, p. 171). It is, therefore, essential that all findings—positive, negative, and null—are available to scientists to ensure valid and complete research syntheses to inform policy, practice, and research.
Factors Contributing to the Distortion of Scientific Knowledge

Researchers hypothesize that increased competition for shrinking funding for research, with pressure to publish in high ranking journals (Button et al., 2016; Fanelli, 2010) for tenure and promotion, and publication bias towards positive findings by journals, may lead to the distortion of scientific knowledge (Higgitt, 2012; Ioannidis, 2012; Mlinaræ et al., 2017; Statzner & Resh, 2010).

Replication studies, pre-registration (publication of hypotheses along with proposed design, data sources, and analyses prior to initiation of a study), and multiverse analysis (Steegen, et al, 2016) are three ways that researchers across disciplines are attempting to address the problem of high researcher degrees of freedom in research design and analysis and increase the publication of negative findings. Button et al. (2016) explain that the bias for positive results is influenced by a highly competitive culture in which scientists find themselves competing for the same positions and vying for similar funding streams. Researchers choose not to report negative findings in hopes of being published, hired, funded, and promoted (Fanelli, 2012). Other factors, including psychological, social, and societal factors, also contribute to publication bias. As human beings, scientists “tend to select information that supports their hypotheses about the world” (Fanelli, 2010, p. 1). According to system-justification theory “people have an inherent need to support societal systems and to maintain the status quo” (Owuamalam et al., 2018, p. 91). Although we are taught to believe that scientists embrace the notion that scientific principles are subject to systematic and ongoing review and new evidence is welcomed whether it supports, contradicts, and/or negates the original hypotheses, this is often not the reality of research practice. When confronted with the challenge of rejecting previously published ideas with new research, cognitive bias makes it difficult for researchers to “fight for the paradigm shift” (Matosin et al., 2014; Owuamalam et al., 2018, p. 171). However, Matosin et al., (2014) stress that as scientists we are accountable to share all data no matter the outcome because a negative finding is still an important finding.

The Status of School Library Research

For decades, school library researchers and practitioners have sought to provide evidence of the positive effect of school librarians on student achievement. In a systematic review of over 300 peer-reviewed publications that explore the relationship of school librarians and student
achievement, Stefl-Mabry & Radlick (2017) empirically identified the following weaknesses:

(1) lack of an underlying theory of action
(2) disproportionate reliance on descriptive data
(3) conflation of correlation with causation
(4) problems in measurement and statistical analyses
(5) absence studies of replication
(6) weak designs without comparability between library and non-library groups, and
(7) evidence of publication bias focusing on positive results.

Of the 300 studies, the authors found only 28 had designs that attempted to control for confounding variables. Though not discussed in the 2017 article, a matrix available on the authors' research project website (see: https://sites.google.com/view/slesany/2015-2018-project) indicates that of the 28 studies just 13 were peer-reviewed; only a handful refute or negate the widely stated, putatively strong positive effects of a school librarian on student achievement, and even fewer report effect sizes. “Effect size is the magnitude of the difference between groups” (Sullivan & Feinn, 2012, p. 279). Researchers need to report not only whether school librarians affect student outcomes, but also the direction (positive or negative) and magnitude of the affect. The focus on positive findings, largely driven by advocacy for the school library profession, has led many school library researchers and practitioners to believe that there is a preponderance of strong evidence that the presence of a school librarian in a school improves student achievement. However, as the AASL (American Association of School Librarians, 2014) explained, many school library studies rely on correlation and descriptive data including “asking students how the school library has helped them succeed” as “evidence” that the school librarian has a positive effect on student achievement (Johnston & Green, 2018, p. 7). Despite the knowledge that correlation is not evidence of causation, many authors with correlational findings interpret their results as though they were causal (Conn, 2017). Conn explains that “the temptation is a seductive one,” and whether consciously or unconsciously, authors may use causation language to “exaggerate the significance” and “elevate the importance of their work” (p. 731). Misinterpreting or misrepresenting correlational findings as causal “may impede future research and misinform practice” (Conn, 2017, p. 731). However, there was a time when the content of the school library research file drawer was shared, and positive and negative results related to the school librarian effect on student achievement were discussed openly.
An Open File Drawer Regarding School Library Research

Nearly two decades ago, when describing the findings of the Alaskan state study, Lance, Hamilton-Pennell, Rodney, Petersen, and Sitter (1999) acknowledged that “community conditions proved to have the strongest impact” on student achievement (p. 4). In the Oregon state study as well, Lance, Rodney, and Hamilton-Pennell (2001) confirmed that poverty and minority status were the two most important predictors of student academic success. In addition, when Lance et al. (2001) factored in poverty and “racial ethnic minority groups” as variables in regression models, “none of the remaining community, school or library media predictors demonstrated any additional impact” on student academic achievement (p. 80). Lance et al. (2001) explained that this negative and “unexpected finding is consistent with a pattern uncovered in the original Colorado study” (p. 80). Such negative results, however, are rarely discussed or cited in contemporary school library research. Although Lance (2001), whose school library impact studies have had a profound influence on school library research, reported “the evidence is mounting!” explaining that approximately 75 school library impact studies demonstrate “the value of the mere presence of a professionally trained and credentialed library media specialist” (p. 3). He also cautioned that such correlations (authors’ emphasis) “beg the question of what the school librarians are doing that makes a difference” (p. 3). Nearly two decades later, school library researchers are still trying to determine what it is that school librarians do, what resources school librarians provide, and how instructional strategies or the provision of information sources influence student learning (American Association of School Librarians, 2014).

In 2005, Callison, editor of the School Library Media Research Journal, conducted an electronic interview with Lance to reflect on the status of school library research. Callison and Lance proposed recommendations to strengthen future school library research. Lance explained that, in the “Colorado-style” studies, the strongest predictor of test scores continued to be socio-economic factors and recommended that, “because it confounds the effects of so many other variables of interest,” it was time to explore new methodological options to provide “stronger causal evidence” of the school library effect (2005, p. 8). Lance’s vibrant description of a school as a living social organism warned that

…the organic interrelationship of the myriad factors impacting achievement suggests that it is an unrealistic oversimplification to suggest that changing one element of the situation alone can, or should, make such a dramatic difference. (p. 8)
However, 14 years later, school library researchers continue to espouse the belief that \textit{one element}, the “mere presence” of an school librarian, leads to better student outcomes (Lance & Kachel, 2018, p. 17). The original negative results, describing the non-effect of the school librarian on student achievement when factoring in poverty and minority status and other community conditions, appears to have vanished from contemporary publications and discussions. The file drawer appears to have closed. The question is “why”?

**Disappearing Negative Findings**

Perhaps the file drawer phenomenon together with a low tolerance for null results is to blame (Rosenthal, 1979). However, a more compelling reason may be, as Johnston & Green (2018) explain, that between 2004 and 2014 many school librarian positions were being cut and/or eliminated; therefore, “… studies were conducted to demonstrate the value of having a full-time school librarian to support students’ learning” (p. 8). However, despite the overwhelmingly positive results that were reported in multiple state impact studies, Kaplan (2010) reports that the studies had very little impact on the integration of the school library within the overall school curriculum and little impact on local or federal legislation related to school library media programs or school librarians (p. 58).

In order to support school libraries, future research should lend depth and sophistication to the relationships suggested by correlation and not focus on advocacy. Additional work must examine why, where, when, and how specific types of interactions occur between school librarians, students, teachers, and staff to determine what the effects are within the educational ecosystem. By exploring such dimensions as school librarians’ demographics, educational background, professional development, experience, leadership, and dispositions, using techniques beyond correlational analyses—and in contexts larger than that of a school library—causal relationships can be uncovered, and realistic expectations can be set for how the school librarian and school library program may contribute to student outcomes.

**Recommendations**

Science is a collaborative discipline, and negative or inconclusive results are a natural consequence of experimentation. Just as with statistically positive results, authors, reviewers, and editors need to distinguish “true negative results from those obtained from a poorly
designed and executed research” (Mlinaric et al., 2017, p. 450). The priority should be on the quality of the research theory and design of the study, not on preferable outcomes. Whether the results are positive or negative, it is recommended that effect size and confidence intervals are routinely reported (Mlinaric et al., 2017; Wicherts, 2017).

Some journals are beginning to pilot a peer review system whereby the results of the study are not included in the initial peer review process, indicating that the peer review process itself may be adding to the problem (Button, Bal, Clark, & Shipley, 2016). Button et al. (2016) suggest that, by withholding the results and discussion section, the reviewers would then be required to judge the submission entirely on the research design and not be unduly influenced by the results. They also suggest that journals could move toward a system where a publication commitment is made based solely on the research design before the study has been conducted.

Academic social networking sites such as ResearchGate, as well as digital libraries in the form of preprint servers and institutional repositories, may affect how and which scholarly voices are heard in the 21st century. Such platforms allow scholars to share their findings in instances where publication bias has occurred, and some, like ResearchGate, have a specific option for uploading negative results (ResearchGate, n.d.), indicating that this problem is not unknown in the research community. Additional suggestions for researchers include preregistration or publication of study protocols with services such as Registry of Efficacy and Effectiveness Studies (REES) (https://sree.icpsr.umich.edu/pages/about.php), which is a database of causal inference studies in education and related science fields. The purpose of REES is to increase “transparency and access to information about both ongoing and completed impact studies.”

The direction of scientific research, no matter the field or discipline, should not be determined by the pursuit of positive findings. Publishing negative results saves colleagues time by knowing what has already been explored. “Filing away” negative or inconclusive results prevents scientists from access to a full understanding of the phenomenon being investigated. Matosin et al. (2014) explain that as scientists we have a responsibility to “(1) publish all data, no matter what the outcome…and (2) have a hypothesis to explain the finding” (p. 173). Published research that exclusively reports positive results and stores negative data away in “file drawers” distorts the authenticity of the investigation and results in an abridged version of reality. To increase what Ioannidis (2014) refers to as “true research findings,” he recommends the following research practices:
School library researchers globally describe a critical need “for concrete evidence now on exactly how school libraries and librarians do—or don’t—add value to pupils’ educational, social, and developmental wellbeing” (Gildersleeves, 2012, p. 406; Hughes, 2014). To date, the vast majority of school library studies suffer from significant limitations in research design and analysis. While researchers may feel more productive when they discover positive or statistically significant findings, including effect sizes and statistically significant negative findings are important to advance science. Negative results enable us to understand what variables don’t contribute to or influence the school library effect and challenge us to think critically and dig more deeply into what, when, where, and how school librarians influence student outcomes within the context of other confounding variables within a school. Given the multifaceted professional role of the school librarian, it is not surprising that trying to definitively answer the question about the school librarian effect has been difficult.

This purpose of this article is not to minimize the importance of correlational research, which is often useful to determine how variables are associated. However, correlational research is, by design, a nonexperi-
mental research method (Curtis, Comiskey, & Dempsey, 2016; Johnson & Christensen, 2017; Leedy & Ormrod, 2016). After over two decades, the field of school library research must move beyond correlational and descriptive research. At present, the challenge for educational researchers is to identify what it is that school librarians do in terms of instruction or the provision of resources that influences student outcomes.

An understanding of the inefficient research practices that have created a “crisis of confidence” in contemporary science (Wicherts, 2017, p. 1) can help school library and educational researchers design methodologies to improve the credibility and effectiveness of future scientific investigations (Ioannidis, 2014). This knowledge will help school library researchers ensure that appropriate rigor and safeguards are put into place as they labor to construct a robust, credible, and reliable theoretical foundation of school library research.
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